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‘Styx Road’. Oil on Linen. 660 x 1220mm. 2019. Private Collection.

As we all learn to accommodate Covid’s assault on previous notions of normality, it has been interesting for Fi
and I here at Cambrian Valley: our chosen life-style of near-voluntary isolation has meant that our daily activities
have barely altered through these last few months.
Although we know it’s been very challenging for many, we enjoyed the eerily quiet days of full Lockdown, the wonderfully
silent landscape around us, and I worked on as usual in the studio. Not much change for us. We haven’t been allowed
to travel, of course, so we’ve missed grand daughter birthdays and Mediterranean charms, but we feel fortunate to be
here and happy.
There are some good things to report this Spring.

NEW BOOK: ‘LANDMARKS’
Hard to believe, but it is 25 years since Owen Marshall, Brian Turner and I joined forces with Longacre Press in the
publication of ‘Timeless Land’.
That was my first appearance in book form, and to our surprise it went on to become something of a classic, being
reprinted four times over subsequent years.
Now, by way of an anniversary, Owen, Brian and I have again put together a collection of our works in ‘Landmarks’,
each of us contributing efforts completed since 1995 (61 selected paintings in my case). ‘Landmarks’ will be published by
Penguin Random House in late October. It is a very handsome book, beautifully produced, and we hope it will be happily
received in the market place.
We are taking pre-orders for the book via the grahamesydney.com website, if you would like a signed copy delivered
to your door.
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‘Last Man Standing. Oil on Linen. 760 x 1220mm. 2019. Private Collection.

We have also been working through Lockdown with Ben Tan and Christian Kasper of Fishmob on a new set of fine
reproductions of paintings, a good balance of well-loved earlier images and new works mostly unseen to date as they
have gone into private and overseas collections.
Check out Fishmob.co.nz and sign up for updates as they will be releasing prints slowly over the coming year.

At Styx Crossing’. Oil on Linen. 660 x 1010mm. 2019. Private Collection.
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PAINTINGS
The continued support for my work is both humbling and stimulating, and paintings have been placed in some marvellous
collections and homes within New Zealand and far away. One of the genuine delights of this job is the quality of people
we meet, many of whom become our friends. Finding just the right place for a newly completed painting is always
immensely satisfying, like discovering the perfect family to adopt one of my babies…and it keeps happening, thankfully.
Since February 2019 paintings have gone to Auckland, South Korea, Melbourne, London and San Francisco. I am so
grateful to those supporters, and my hope is that the paintings they now care for will bring them years of engagement,
wonder and pride.

‘Morning in San Casciano’. Egg Tempera. 620 x 915mm. 2020. Private Collection.

Since my last Newsletter I’ve done mainly oil landscapes, a baby’s handful of watercolours, and in the last couple of
months my first egg temperas for many years. This is the medium I began my professional life with in 1974, and largely
abandoned in the early 1990s. Returning to it has been a revelation and a thrill; it seems I’d forgotten how perfectly the
medium suits my nature. I plan to do far more egg temperas, with an emphasis on the figure studies I love so much, and
which keep me so challenged and excited at once.

ART ON-LINE
Being a cheerful “stay-at-home” painter (as John Constable called himself) I have greatly enjoyed the astonishing treasure
chest which is YouTube. For art lovers, painters, and readers YouTube contains countless gems. Just type in a name and
there’s bound to be plenty there to interest you – documentaries, interviews, commentaries, lectures…I have learned
so much more about many of my favourites: Vermeer, Velazquez, Caspar David Friedrich, Rubens, Courbet, innumerable
Impressionists, John Singer Sargent, Alan Bennett, Stanley Spencer, Hemmingway, Joni Mitchell, too many to list here.
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One YouTube site I thought absolutely brilliant is ‘Closer to van Eyck’ whose stunningly sharp macrophotography enables
a viewer to zoom in on his radiant paintings – far closer than any museum guard would allow. There are many similar
sites on-line, making overcrowded gallery-going these days almost unnecessary. And if you’re interested in what the
strong school of contemporary Spanish Realist painters are doing, look up the dedicated gallery in Barcelona, M.E.A.M:
The European Museum of Modern Art www.meam.es

‘Corner Store, Naseby’. Oil on Linen. 710 x 1060mm. 2020. Private Collection.

READING
My late-night habit of hitting the BUY NOW button at the Book Depository has kept me poor but cheerful, especially when
the postman knocks. I’ve loved the magnificent irreverence and verbal genius of AA Gill, whose writing can make me
laugh and cry, and always envy for his unforgettable and acute observation. Ross King is another whose writing on art
is always so readable and informative: his ‘The Judgment of Paris’ is a terrific account of the decade leading up to the
emergence of the Impressionists. Wonderful stuff! As is his ‘Mad Enchantment’, about Monet and his Giverny Garden.
I also enjoyed his account of the Canadian Group of Seven, ‘Defiant Spirits’. King has written books on Michelangelo,
Brunelleschi’s Dome (the Florence Duomo), Da Vinci’s Last Supper…and more.
Another I thought revealing and fascinating this year was ‘Picasso and the Painting that Shocked the World’ by Miles
J Unger, all about his revolutionary work, ‘Les Demoiselles D’Avignon’ and the context from which it grew. Great read.
I recently ploughed through the hefty biographies of Sidney Nolan (by Nancy Underhill) and the new one on the youthful
life of Lucien Freud by William Feaver. One emerges from these covers understanding a lot more but not always admiring.
A reminder: the writings on art by Robert Hughes, Simon Schama, John Updike and Brian Sewell remain my favourites,
should you need a guide.
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FAMILY MATTERS
In April 2019 we lost our beloved Milo, my companion for more than 12 years here at Cambrian Valley. His death was a
terrible blow and left our hearts broken and this house feeling empty. So just before Xmas we welcomed Teddy Gladstone
Sydney into our lives – a soft, jet-black, curly little Labradoodle who looks so much like Fi its uncanny. We love him dearly,
and he brings laughter every day.
My older brother Michael died in late March this year, we all unable to be with him in his last days due to the Lockdown.
It was a tough time for the family, but he was courageous in his awful decline, and the future held no joy for him, very
sadly. I am now the last remaining of our Sydney family of five – a surreal thought, enough to spur me on to do what I
want to do while I can. So many paintings to be done yet.
On a brighter note, my three grand daughters in Frankston, near Melbourne, are thriving – playing piano, reading and
drawing, growing tall, a source of happiness and pride to us. It’s a busy life for Melissa and husband Dale, but they are
doing really well, coping with home learning in the Victorian lockdown, and enjoying the many pleasures of staying close
to home.

‘Winter at St Bathans Domain’. Oil on Linen. 710 x 1060mm. 2019. Private Collection.

INSTAGRAM
As much as I loathe social media, Instagram does provide an opportunity for interaction. So if you’re not there yet, do try
to find me ‘Grahame Sydney Artist’ – it’s a good way to keep up with my work.
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